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Mr porter

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Mr Porter has quickly become the one
stop designer shop for men, boasting
an impressive portfolio of 170 of the
world’s leading designer brands. The
Mr Porter brand is an online retailer
selling a variety of fashion items.

Mr Porter wanted to produce a unique
marketing product to use at the London Fashion week to impress attendees and showcase their new promotional marketing videos. They wanted
an engaging and memorable product
that would be considered unique and
had the ability to ‘wow’ the attendees
into watching the video. They wanted
to thrill their target audience!

The VideoPak team designed and
produced one of the most innovative
VideoPaks to date - VideoPak SliderPak. The pack comprised a standard
2.4” screen with VideoPak technology,
but it was fused into super creative
packaging. The electronics automatically turned on and the video began
to play once the SliderPak was ‘slid’
open. The VideoPak slider created an
almighty stir amongst attendees at
the event.
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shell

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Shell is the multinational oil and gas
company who are the second largest
organisation in the world, in terms of
revenue. Shell is also known as one of
the worlds most valuable brands and
one of the six oil and gas super majors.

Shell were seeking to recruit and attract the best talent from universities
and events/trade shows around the
globe. A recruitment aid that prospective employees could interact with was
required. Shell wanted something that
would serve as a unique ‘aide memoire’
for candidates to take away with them.

A unique and super-cool, Micro Vid eoPak with 2.4” screen was created, which
played a video showcasing the exciting
life of a Shell employee. Shell’s familiar brand colours were used to create
brand awareness and help stand out
from other recruiters. The VideoPak
marketing tool was a cost effective and
innovative product for Shell and helped
them stand out and be remembered
at universities and trade show/events
they attended.
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vodafone

CASE STUDY
The Company
Vodafone Group PLC is a British multinational telecommunications company
founded in 1991. It is one of the largest mobile phone network compainies
in the world.

The Challenge
Vodafone wanted to provide a better offering and change the way roaming is
charged, so they tackled this head on by
launching Vodafone Red for Global Enterprise. This new service enables people to
be better connected and help customers
avoid a bill shock, as users can take their
home tariff abroad for just a small daily
access fee. The challenge was to launch

this new service, to multiple audiences
across multiple countries with multiple
objectives!

and social media programme with articles seeded across relevant social
networks to springboard participation.

The Solution

The RESULTS

Decision makers were targeted across 7
countries worldwide with an innovative
direct mail VideoPak. Once they opened
it they were immersed in the product
and benefits via a video playing on
a screen providing a multi-sensory
experience to drive a deeper brand
engagement. Account Managers were
also provided with fully comprehensive
sales toolkit with content that enabled
them to make slick presentations. The
campaign was integrated with an email

The campaign got off to a flying start.
A single contract, sold in the first week,
has already paid for all the marketing
activity, and there have been more to
follow - including a £1 million deal
across 5 countries. The work has been
recognised by Vodafone’s Head of Marketing as ‘the benchmark for all future
campaigns’. A job well done!
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trade point

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Trade Point is a trusted construction service and supplier of products
which are supplied at over 300 B&Q
stores throughout the country. Many
of Trade Point’s goods are sold on
B&Q shop floors.

Trade Point wanted to advertise their
new ‘Cooke & Lewis’ kitchen cabinets
exclusively to their trade customers.
The new product line was being introduced to B&Q shop floors. Trade
Point were looking for a personalised
and targeted marketing approach to
niche customer segments. The need
for an effective and original marketing product was required that would
communicate a clean cut message
to prospective buyers was required.

Trade Point worked with VideoPak to
design a first-of-a-kind promotion.
A super-slim mailer VideoPak with
a 2.4” screen that went directly into
the postal system without any outer
packaging. When opened, the video
began to play automatically. It was
directly sent to trade customers and
was a personalised and novel way to
get their advertising message into
the hands of buyers without any interference from competitors during
the communication process.
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british gas

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

British Gas is the largest UK energy
and home services brand. They supply gas and electricity, boilers and
boiler covers as well as other home
services. British Gas is a subsidiary
of Centrica and serves around twelve
million homes in the UK.

British Gas were launching their new
product ‘Hive’ which was designed
to help their customers sync their
homes with their busy lifestyles.
A unique marketing tool was sort
after to reach their target market and
communicate the brand new video
to the trade in a way that would be
remembered. The video was created
to help spread the word about the key
features of ‘Hive’ .

British Gas opted to use a Micro VideoPak with a 2.4” screen. This micro VideoPak was produced in just 4 days.
It was not only personally handed
out to their target market but it was
also mailed out to various, carefully
selected high profile companies/
property developers that would be
interested in the product launch.
The Micro VideoPak was compact,
neat and effortlessly communicated
the marketing message through a
crystal clear LCD screen, showing
the simplicity of using the new ‘Hive’
technology.
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google

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Google is an American multinational
corporation specialising in internet
related services and products including online advertising technologies, search, cloud computing, and
software.

Google were searching for a product
and solution to help deliver a very
important message about Google
and Mobile technology. They wanted
a product that mirrored its company
values around modern technology
and wanted to provide the best user
experience possible. Google wanted
to create a sales tool that could be
used by the sales team to promote
and demonstrate their mobile application.

A beautiful bespoke VideoPak Presentation Box was made which was
customised in shape and size. It also
held an internal fitment. The VideoPak
Presentation Box was manufactured
with specialist paper to conform to
brand guidlines and detailed specifications. The presentation box had
a 4.3” screen with interactive video
control buttons making the product
engaging and easy to use.
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youtube

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Founded in February 2005, YouTube
allows billions of people to discover,
watch and share originally-created
videos. YouTube provides a forum for
people to connect, inform and inspire
others across the globe and acts as
a distribution platform for original
content creators and advertisers
large and small. In October 2006,
Google Inc. announced that it had
acquired YouTube for $1.65 billion in
Google stock.

YouTube were looking for the perfect
way to market YouTube for business
services - a sales approach aimed at
top advertising spenders to present
the features and benefits of advertising with YouTube over conventional
methods of advertising. They sought
an interactive sales tool that would
ooze creativity and uniqueness. YouTube was seeking an agency who
could provide a bespoke multi-sensory marketing product.

VideoPak was the perfect solution for
YouTube as creativity and video engagment were at the forefront of their
values. A highly bespoke and cutting
edge VideoPak with a 5” screen was
created to make an emotional connection on a multi-sensory level with
the user. This highly effective solution
was perfect to showcase the YouTube
brand. Amstore Innovation designed
and manufactured a world first; a
multi-sensor VideoPak cross-pack
that was 210mm x 210mm in size
and comprised of four opening pages. Four videos were loaded onto the
flash memory and each time a page
was turned, the corresponding video
began to play automatically.
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lion capital

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Lion Capital is a British private equity firm that was founded in 2004.
The organisation’s primary focus is
on leveraged buyout investments in
Europe. Lion Capital focuses upon
and specialises in investments in
the consumer sector.

Lion Capital holds an annual conference for their investors each year to
notify them of the past year’s success. Investors are sometimes unable to reach the conference and Lion
Capital did not want the investors to
miss out on the vital successes of the
organisation and therefore required
a highly impressive, creative solution
to this problem that could replay the
annual conference. An innovative
and highly impressive product was
required that could replay the annual
conference.

VideoPak designed a highly bespoke
Presentation Box for Lion Capital.
The custom made boxes were made
to hold and play back a 3 hour video.
It comprised 2 internal speakers and
a whopping 8GB Flash memory was
installed. Additionally, a super-large
8000mAH battery was required to play
back the full video and a headphone
jack socket was included to allow optimal viewing and audio experience.
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ee

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

EE, formerly Everything Everywhere,
is a mobile network operator and
internet service provider company. It
is the largest mobile network operator in the UK, with around 28 million
customers.

EE wanted to communicate important messages to their internal
teams about their forthcoming new
product EE TV. They wanted a product
that they could send out to their sales
team, and would sit on their desks to
serve as a reminder of the exciting
new product. The product needed to
play multiple videos at the touch of a
button. They wanted to include videos
from EE Retail Director talking about
the product, messages about the
features and benefits of the product
and of course, the latest TV Ad.

Amstore Innovation worked with EE
and their agency to design and create
a desktop Video playback VideoPak
that had a 7” screen, video play buttons and volume control buttons.
To allow for simple updating of the
videos, we included a micro-SD card
slot so a new card, with new videos,
could easily be inserted into the top
of the VideoPak ready for a new update. The pack was designed to be
compact and robust and have a strut
on the reverse to allow an easy-touse solution.
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L’oreal

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

The L’Oréal Group is a French cosmetics and beauty company. It is the
world’s largest cosmetics company
and has developed activities in the
field of cosmetics, concentrating on
hair colour, skin care, sun protection,
make-up, perfumes and hair care.
It is the top nano-technology patent
holder in the United States.

L’Oreal sought to produce an innovative and high-end presentation box
to impressively showcase their new
range of hair products and simultaneously play the corresponding
L’Oreal advert. The new hair care
products were inspired by the key
ingredient Filloxane, a breakthrough
technology inspired by innovations in
the automotive industry which was
originally used to repair cracked car
windshields now used to help women
achieve thicker, fuller hair. This innovative product required impressive
promoting strategy to attract editors
who would be interested in hearing
about the new launch.

L’Oreal worked with their agency
Base Beauty and VideoPak to design a VideoPak presentation box
that supported a bright 4.3” screen
and custom made fitment to snuggly
hold the L’Oreal products as well as
a toy Maserati car which was also
branded with the L’Oreal logo. It was
produced as a high-end paper over
board construct and finished with
a matt laminate. Two ribbons were
used to hold the lid open at exactly
the required viewing angle. The fitment was designed with a luxurious
black foam and a printed card surface layer to help the product really
stand out.
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american express

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

American Express is a multinational financial services corporation,
ranked as the 22nd most valuable
brand in the world and is one of the
top 20 most admired companies in
the world.

American Express wanted to present
their Meetings & Events services to
a select number of prospective clients. They worked with their agency
WRG to design and manufacture
a sophisticated looking presentation
box to hold a 70 page A4 information
booklet, as well as simultaneously
playing an informative video.

VideoPak designed a sleek and stylish looking VideoPak Presentation Box
which was used to promote American
Express’ service. The custom-designed prod-uct was finished to a
high quality standard and oozed a
professional, clean and classy feel.
This VideoPak Presentation Box utilised light sensor technology to activate the VideoPak technology built
into the lid of the Box which automatically started playing when the
lid was opened. Amstore Innovation
mass-mailed the boxes to American
Express agents around the world.
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ebay

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

eBay is an American multinational
internet consumer to consumer corporation, founded in 1995. eBay are
renowned for online auctions where
a broad array of goods and services
are sold by people and businesses
and it is a multi-billion dollar business with operations localized in over
thirty countries.

eBay required an impressive and attention grabbing hand-out at their
newly launched ‘Collections’ service
Launch Party. EBay appointed their
agency to find a cutting edge and
memorable solution to showcase
their new video to a select few in the
coolest possible way. VideoPak provided the coolest and most unique
solution and therefore was chosen to
create a bespoke VideoPak.

A super-cool VideoPak SliderPak was
created and an innovative video playing device. The pack played a video
that was hosted by BBC presenter
Reggie Yates. The sliderpaks were
designed, printed, assembled and
video loaded within 10 days. The eBay
sliderpacks were rechargable through
a lithium rechargeable battery, accessed by the micro-USB port.
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unilever

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Unilever is a multinational consumer
goods company and is the world’s
third largest company by total revenue measurement. Unilevers product
portfolio includes over 400 brands
which are available in around 190
countries.

Unilever wanted to equip their local
sales reps with a contemporary and
engaging sales and marketing tool
that would help them demonstrate
their portfolio of products and services. The sales aid needed to be small
enough to carry, be ultra durable yet
able to communicate a vast amount
of information including printed pages and video. The finished product
also had to be re-usable.

VideoPak designed and produced a
deluxe A4, paper-over-board hardback video brochure with 12 printed
inner pages. A 7” HD VideoPak screen
was also embedded in the back cover. Each unit contained eight videos
to demonstrate each service and
also included endorsements from
top chefs and successful restaurant
owners.The VideoPak had an extra
large, re-chargeable battery (and was
therefore reusable) and had control buttons to allow you to navigate
through the videos.
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nokia

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Nokia is a multinational Finnish
communication and information
technology corporation. The company
provides internet services, including
applications, games, music, media
and messaging services. As of 2013,
Nokia employed 90,000 people across
120 countries, conducting sales in
more than 150 countries and reported annual revenues of around €12.7
billion. In September 2013, Nokia sold
what was once the world’s largest
vendor of mobile phones to Microsoft
as part of an overall deal totalling
€5.44 billion

Nokia and their agency Inferno FCB
were challenged to find a memorable, engaging, interactive and modern way to showcase the benefits
of their latest phone to the trade by
way of video. They wanted to demonstrate the key features of the phone to
the retail stores that would be selling
the phones to the public.

VideoPak was the perfect solution for
Nokia. A highly bespoke and cutting
edge VideoPak with 4.3” screen was
created to offer a highly memorable
and unique product. Amstore Inno vation designed and manufactured
a multi-sensor VideoPak cross-pack
that was 210mm x 210mm in size
and comprised of four opening pages. Four videos were leaded onto the
flash memory and each time a page
was turned, the corresponding video
began to play. Amstore Innovation not
only manufactured the VideoPaks,
but also managed the fulfillment and
mailing of the packs directly into the
hands of their target recipient.
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royal mail

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Royal Mail, established in 1516, is a
postal service company operating in
the UK. The company’s main responsibilities lie in mail collection and
delivery throughout the UK.

Royal Mail wanted an impressive
marketing tool to communicate the
announcement of their new ‘Mailmark
barcode technology’ at an event. The
new service offering is unique and
impressive and an equally impressive marketing tool was needed to
accentuate the effectiveness of Mailmark technology.

Amstore Innovation designed a VideoPak solution that represented the
Royal Mail brand with their very familiar Royal Mail red, and a 7inch LCD
screen. The VideoPak technology was
custom designed to play both Videos
and also a series of powerpoint slides
that were showcased on the VideoPak
as JPEG image slides.
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black bottle

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Black Bottle is a blended scotch
whisky which was first introduced
in 1879. The brand has become a
well-known and recognisable whisky
name across the world.

The brand is consistently innovating
and producing new products. The
brand had recently incorporated a
brand new Black Bottle Whisky, which
they wanted to present in a unique
presentation box. They had also
produced a corporate video about
Whisky that they wanted to accompany the product. A high quality finish
was required with a strikingly unique
design.

A sleek, stylish and sophisticated
VideoPak presentation box with a
4.3 inch screen was made for the
new Black Bottle whisky. This innovative packaging concept used light
sensor technology to power up the
4.3 inch screen when the box was
opened. The bottle was held in place
using a beautifully cut black foam.
The finished product was a classy
and premium presentation box that
impressed anyone who was lucky
enough to receive one.
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Go Find It

CASE STUDY
The Company
Go Find It is a leading provider of
next generation mobile software and
digital content for the leading hotels
worldwide. They develop ‘Smart Apps’
and social technologies that help
hotels connect more valuably with
their guests. In doing so, Go Find It
helps them develop stronger, lasting
relationships with their customers,
which in turn allows for the hotel to
profit both with client reviews and
revenue.

The Challenge
Go Find It were ramping up the promotion of their latest App technology
and and wanted to blow the socks

off prospective hotels with whom
they wanted to engage in business.
They were targetting senior decision
makers within the fast paced travel & tourism industry. They wanted
to showcase their latest video that
demonstrated the power of their
service as well as the actual App
itself. They needed to impress and
be remembered without question.

The Solution
Go Find It chose two beautifully designed and finished VideoPak solutions designed by VideoPak UK. 1. A
VideoPak presentation box, custom
sized with a 7” screen fused into the
lid. The box was made in a robust

rigid board construct and finished
with a luxurious soft-touch laminate. The text/ graphics were foilstamped onto the box to give a sleek
and sophisticated look. A black foam
fitment was produced that snuggly
held an iPad mini loaded with the Go
Find It App. 2. For a larger run option,
VideoPak produced a Micro Slider
with a 2.4” screen. The stylish and
creative packaging format never fails
to impress and the pack was also
finished with a soft-touch laminate
and black hot-foil text. A nifty little
corrugate mailer pack was designed
house the VideoPak and the cable.
Both VideoPaks were loaded with the
informative promotional video.
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Best Companies

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Solution

Best Companies helps organisations gain competitive advantage
by measuring, recognising and improving employee engagement levels. They are the name behind The
Sunday Times Best Companies to
Work for lists

Best Companies, in their association
of Comic Relief (major charity based
in the UK that started in 1985 and
have raised over £950 million) wanted to win the support of UK CEOs and
business owners to rally awarness
and involvment with the charity. They
wanted a technique to communicate
a clear message to the target audience explaining whay, why and how
to get involved. The product needed
to be innovative, fun and memorable.

Best Companies decided to partner with VideoPak UK who produced
a VideoPak presentation box. The
clean and vibrant looking box had
a removable VideoPak slate which
had a personalised video message
that delivered the explainer about the
product. Inside the box was a famous
‘Red Nose’ and some corresponding
goodies packed neatly in the firment.
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COLGATE

The Solution

CASE STUDY
The Company

The Challenge

The Colgate-Palmolive Company is
an American multinational consumer products company focused on the
production, distribution and provision
of household, health care and personal products, such as soaps, detergents, and oral hygiene products.
They are a leading manufacturer of
Oral Care and Personal Care products

Colgate identified surgies and waiting
rooms as a key location to communicate with their target audience. In
their campaign to promote healthier
teeth, they asked VideoPak to design
a solution that could withstand heavy
handling from users to communicate video important video messages
whilst promoting their porducts and
their brand. The VideoPak units needed to be durable & hygenic so they
could be kept clean when handled
by clients visiting the surgery.

After producing several unique samples for Colgate in various printed
plastics we reached a final solution
to produce a high quality VideoPak
slate manufactured using an ABS
plastic outer edge and a super high
quality printed plastic fascia. The
VideoPak slate could be used as
a tablet style viewer, or a Point of
Sale unit that could free-stand on
a shelf or counter top. The VideoPak
had a high quality 7” screen and an
over sized battery for a longer shelf
life. High output speakers were used
for loud and high quality sound with
audio button controls. The unit had
a socket for headphones should they
be required and four video selection
buttons.
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